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THE SPORTPLANE BUILDER By Antoni (Tony) Bingelis EAA Designee Program Advisor



LANDING GEAR PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS



8509 Greenflint Lane Austin, Texas 78759



JHORT-COUPLED aircraft with narrow landing gears have long held the reputation for being "ground loopers". However, they are not the only aircraft with a propensity for this sort of behavior. Many homebuilts, generally considered to be quite manageable on the runway, seem to become ground loop prone when landed in a crosswind by a less than alert pilot or by one with limited piloting experience. Of course, we are talking about taildraggers. Remember, however, that tricycle gear jobs are not totally immune from ground loops either. I don't suppose any designer deliberately starts out to design his airplane to be a ground looper, but he sometimes accepts that prospect as a trade-off for other attributes he wants. Homebuilts with conventional landing gears can be designed so that their ground looping tendencies are reduced or eliminated along with other odd runway behavior. The application of a few helpful empirical rules for landing gear design should help us produce an aircraft that is free of landing gear induced difficulties. A good landing gear design would be one that has adequate strength and good shock absorbing qualities.



It must be properly located with respect to the aircraft's center of gravity (CG), and should have a generously wide stance (tread). Needless to say, adequate propeller ground clearance and good wheel alignment are also necessary. A design deficiency in any one of these requirements could result in a premature retirement of the homebuilt. Other, more desirable design features would include a landing gear with large wheels so that unpaved runways can be used, and a gear of minimum weight to enhance the overall performance of the airplane. And, it would be nice, too, to have a landing gear that is easy to build and requires little or no maintenance attention. LANDING GEAR PROBLEMS



Wheel Alignment



An airplane that is skittish and unstable on the runway may suffer from improper wheel alignment. Too much toe-in or toe-out, or a combination of both, can result in ground looping tendencies. Remember, the wheels must be aligned with the centerline of the aircraft as well as with each other. This is, of course, assuming that you are not a follower



of the toe-in versus toe-out cult. Alignment is easy to adjust in the slab spring landing gears and in some types of cantilever strut designs utilizing scissors. Tapered shims are added to the axle-to-leg connection in the spring gear to make the corrections for wheel alignment, while the addition or removal of washers between the scissor links is used to transmit a similar corrective adjustment to the axle and wheel of the cantilever strut gear. Most other landing gears requiring wheel alignment will ordinarily have to undergo structural modification. This means, in most cases, a cutting away of the welds, re-jigging and re-welding. It is, therefore, important when building such a landing gear, to check and recheck its alignment to make sure both wheels will be parallel with each other as well as parallel with the centerline of the aircraft. Attachment Point The comparatively large number of reported gear failures after landing is indicative of inadequate reinforcement of the landing gear attachments and inadequate diffusion of landing loads over a large area of
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Here's what one builder did to cure a fiber-glass gear that was too flexible. That wire axle is suitable only for good



pilots and regularly mowed grass strips. 52 MARCH 1979
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The "whip" gear often looks pretty busy when in high speed



motion over rough terrain. The wire snubber is apparently intended to subdue that activity.



The scissors gear produces a very high drag installation and streamlining short of enclosing the entire mechanism in a large glob of fiber-glass is difficult. At the very least the upper gear leg should be streamlined.



the structure. Landing gears attached to wood fuselages need relatively large fittings to disperse imposed gear stresses. This requirement or need to disperse concentrated loads, is the same for aircraft constructed of wood, metal or composites. Sometimes the gear legs or struts break but such failures are much less frequent than the failure



of welds and points of attachment. The only real assurance a builder



has that a particular landing gear he has designed has adequate



strength is to prove it with a drop test. Because very few builders are inclined to drop their aircraft 18", or to set up an appropriate test module, it isn't too likely that much testing of that nature is going on. Since very few builders know how to set up such a test anyway, a stress analysis would be a more attractive



alternative. In short, utilizing proven methods, and following traditional design and construction practices, can help you achieve the con-



struction and installation of a stout landing gear free of runway idiosyncrasies.



And you think you have gear problems?



Gear Location With Reference To CG In the air the airplane trims out perfectly for hands off flying with the trim set in a near-neutral position; the weight and balance checks out O.K., and yet, on the ground, you find the airplane to be too nose heavy. Yes, it does happen. The landing gear often becomes an innocent heir to the consequences of the changes made during construction. For example, it is not uncommon for the builder to install a larger and more powerful engine along with a propeller-spacer and a metal propeller. All this weight sticks out ahead of the main gear. The weight and balance is O.K. even though it may be crowding the forward limit a bit. Nevertheless, the end result is a landing gear problem which hangs over your anxious thoughts like a sword on a silk thread. Under the described conditions, most taildraggers with a full tank of gas and a hungry (lean) pilot aboard, will be very light on the tail wheel. The use of brakes becomes an



A wide gear normally assures excellent runway handling qualities.



exciting dare. For that matter, running the engine at higher rpms to check the magnetos sometimes becomes a visually dramatic act highlighted by the sudden, menacing rise of the tail before the startled pilot can yank the throttle back. A slight error in the location or the welded angle of the attachment brackets, will cause the gear to sweep forward, or aft, quite a distance at the wheel end, and result in an inordinately nose heavy or tail heavy condition in the three point



ground attitude. If the wheels are too far aft in relation to the CG, the tail is very light on the ground and use of the brakes becomes traumatic. Engines, crankshafts and propellers are expensive to replace, and nobody needs to suffer the humiliation of a noseover due to an improperly located landing gear. On the other hand, in the event the wheels are located too far forward, it will be hard to get the tail up during take-off, even though aerodynamic balance in flight is not affected. Consequently, on landing



This gear is not wide but It Isn't narrow either according to empirical design guidelines. But looks count for something too. A wide gear has that comfortable solid look. SPORT AVIATION 53
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CENTER OF GRAVITY



(A.) 25° MINIMUM T R E A D



OR



(B)



15-20% OF SPAN ESTABLISHING



MINIMUM WHEEL T R E A D



GROUND REFERENCE



ESTABLISHING GEAR LOCATION ALONG HORIZONTAL A X I S



the tail will drop suddenly on slowing. Figure 1 shows that, according to broad design parameters, the wheel tread should be at least 15% to 20% of the wing span. Another way of establishing the minimum acceptable tread is to insure that the wheel's points of contact with the ground will be outside of a 25° angle formed between the aircraft's vertical axis and the vertical center of gravity. The gear location along the horizontal axis of the aircraft is generally determined as that point of contact with the ground established by a 15° angle struck from the vertical 54 MARCH 1979



FIGURE I. center of gravity. Wheels of a conventional gear aircraft are always ahead of the center of gravity (still talking about taildraggers). Just how much is usually the problem to resolve. Knowing that his landing gear location in reference to the CG is critical, a builder should, when installing the landing gear, be sure to provide sufficient access for its total removal and reinstallation. Make a practice removal and installation at some time during construction to be sure. You may never need the easy access you make but at least you



will gain peace of mind knowing that you would be able to remove and replace the landing gear without tearing into the structure. Jack Points There will be a time when you have to remove the wheels and perhaps the landing gear, too. To accomplish those feats it will be necessary to jack or hoist the airplane in some manner. The simpler the better. You could remove the cowling and attach a hoisting hook to the engine and lift the aircraft that way.



Who says landing gear scissors go In back? (Adaptation of a Piper gear.)



What do you do when you learn your gear is too far aft. This fix won't take the place of good design and planning but it seems to work.



FITTING-



/2" TUBE (WELDED)



3/8 B O L T - WELD TO H E A V Y S T E E L WASHER.



WING TIE DOWN



FIGURE



JACK PAD



2.



An example of an ultra light gear for a powered hang glider. At 30 mph drag Is not a factor.



After its up in the air, though, you will have to find some way to keep it from swaying while you work. Jack points on the structure are a far better solution. Then either side of the aircraft can be jacked for the removal of the wheel or gear. A good location for th'e jack points? How about one on each side of the firewall. A fitting similar to the one shown in Figure 1 can be mounted flush with the bottom of the firewall. Anytime you needed to use it, a short bolt could be screwed in to serve as a protective spacer to keep the jack from rubbing against the fuselage. Sometimes a small low-profile jack will fit under the stub of the gear axle (if yours is that kind) and the airplane jacked from that point. However, for most gear installations that method is impractical or simply will not work. When work on a cantilever strut type of landing gear requires that the shock strut be disassembled, a jack under the axle would not permit you to undertake the job. All in all, the most versatile jack is a screw jack mounted on a small tripod custom-built for your airplane. A jack doesn't take up much hangar space so plan on using it regularly for changing tires, greasing wheel bearings, inspecting landing gear shock struts and for other purposes. More next month.



Ever try to fair in a strut type of landing gear with scissors. How's this for ingenuity? SPORT AVIATION 55
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Landing gear shimmy 
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Landing gear shimmy 
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Landing Gear Stresses 
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what's in a landing gear? 
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Landing Gear and Nose Wheel Steering Parts 
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Landing Gear Uses Reinforced Plastic Springs 
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